
[when we have a gold 

standard]





�Up until now we have considered Se and Sp 

as parameters and prevalence as the variable

�We can also consider the Se or the Sp as 

variables

Let’s take, for example the validation of a � Let’s take, for example the validation of a 

new test by experimental infection of a 

group of animals



�We have, for example, 30 infected animals

� 25 of which react positive to the new test

� Point estimation of Se is 25/30=0.83

�Given that we have performed our �Given that we have performed our 

estimation on sample basis (30), we have an 

uncertainty around our estimation

�We can evaluate this uncertainty using 1st

order Bayesian inference



Uninformed prior 

[uniform(0,1)]

Pr(Hi)=1/101Pr(Hi)=1/101

Likelihood

pr(DǀHi)=Binomial(25,30,Se%,false)



Posterior

pr(HiǀD)= pr(Hi)pr(DǀHi)/(Σpr(Hi)pr(DǀHi))

pr(HiǀD)=Beta(α+1,β-α+1)





� The Beta distribution is the conjugated prior 

to a Binomial likelihood

� It means that

� Given a Beta distributed prior probability

and a Binomial likelihood� and a Binomial likelihood

� the resulting Posterior distribution is a Beta 

distribution as well



� Beta(α,β)
� α is the number of successes + 1 (s is the 

number of successes: i.e. the 25 positive-

reacting infected animals in our example)

β is the number of failures + 1, i.e. n-s+1: n� β is the number of failures + 1, i.e. n-s+1: n

are the trials (i.e. the 30 infected animals in 

our example) → n-s is the number of failures 

(the 5 negative-reacting infected animals)

� ...and what are the 1’s???



� The 1’s are the uninformed prior of our 

Bayesian inference

� In Bayesian inference we can update our 

knowledge whenever new data become 

available:available:

� The posterior distribution derived by our past 

knowledge becomes our new prior

� We apply a Binomial (in our example) likelihood 

to the newly collected data

� And we obtain a new Posterior probability of the 

hypotheses



� When we express our prior and posterior 
probabilities in terms of Beta distributions, the 
α’s and β’s generated by collected data are 
additive

� So, if after our experiment of 30 animals (25 
positives), I repeat a similar trial using 10 positives), I repeat a similar trial using 10 
animals and I get 8 positives, the new Posterior 
distribution is:

� Beta(25+8+1,(30-25)+(10-8)+1)

� Since a distribution Beta(1,1) is an uniform 
distribution

� The uninformed prior of our example is a 
Beta(1,1) that is the reason why we always add 1



� The problem is exactly the same:

� We test a health population

� and determine how many subjects react negative

� Successes now are the negative results

and trials are still the total number of tested � and trials are still the total number of tested 

subjects



�When we have a Gold Standard

� We may know the number of infected in each 

group (D+T1
+T2

+, D+T1
+T2

-, etc.) xi
� And we can solve the problem using a Maximum 

Likelihood methodLikelihood method

� finding the values of π, Sej, Spj that maximize 

the function:

( ) ( ) ix
jijji ppxl Π=|

e.g.:

( ) [ ] ( )[ ] ∗−∗∗∗= 21 1,,|,,, 21
YY SeSeSpSeYYbal πππ

( ) ( )[ ]( ) ( )[ ]( )21 111 YbYa SpSp −− ∗−∗−∗−∗ ππ



And now we will 

start to discuss of 

cases when we 

have no gold 

standard


